I. INTRODUCTION
The improvement in computing hardware technology in recent years has sharply reduced the cost of computing.
Consequently, the computing capacity of PCs has become ever more powerful. Many sophisticated video games that were only able to be run on dedicated game consoles with Basically, a contemporary video game consists of a syn thesized world using computer graphics. However, there are situations that a video game has to embed a real-world video in it for the purposes of narrative, tutorials, and game play hints, or if necessary, the synthesized world could blend real-world scenes in it to create special entertaining effects.
In fact, the blending of image processing of real world scenes and the creation of synthesized graphical objects has become a new field of study [9, 7, 12, 15] . In this paper, we concentrate on discussing the incorporation of videos in Geng, which is a challenging task as Geng is a full-fledged video game engine that requires rendering videos at several positions of the screen simultaneously and playing the video on an arbitrary 3D surface such as spheres, cubes, and ellip soids; also, the problem of synchronizing video and audio has to be addressed. We solve the problems encountered using open-source software.
II. MULTITHREADED AND MULTIMEDIA GAME ENGINE Geng is developed using C/C++. As shown in Figure 1 
V. The PRODUCER-CONSUMER PA RADIGM
To create a robust playback system, we use the producer consumer paradigm [13] to separate the display functional ities from the decoding process [17] . We use one thread to decode the compressed data (decoder) and another thread to process the decoded data (player) with a shared buffer. In this way, the decoding process is cleanly separated from fur ther data processing. The decoder can use whatever method or techniques it wants to decode the compressed data and put the decoded data in the buffer. On the other hand, the player can do whatever it wants with the decoded data; it can render them on the screen directly, or as discussed in the next section, it can treat the data as texture and play them on an arbitrary surface. This is a classical producer-consumer problem [13] ; the decoder 'produces' the data while the player 'consumes' the data. In a more general scope, a producer-consumer problem consists of a set of producer threads supplying resources to a set of consumer threads.
These threads share a common buffer pool where resources are deposited by producers and removed by consumers. All the threads are asynchronous in the sense that producers may attempt to deposit and consumers may attempt to re move resources at any instant. Since producers may out pace consumers and vice versa, two constraints must be sat isfied. Consumers are forbidden to remove any resource when the buffer pool is empty and producers are forbidden to deposit any resources when the buffer pool is full. A con ventional way to solve a producer-consumer problem is to use semaphores to block and wakeup the threads at appro priate moments; we use the SDL semaphore functions to achieve this.
In our implementation, we use a ring buffer that can hold two to four image frames as the buffer pool. The following C-like psuedo code illustrates the mechanism. Note that the call to waitO is a nonbusy wait, meaning that the thread goes to sleep and is woken up only by another thread sig naling on the the corresponding semaphore. 
VI. EMBED VIDEO IN GRAPHICS
In the Geng project we want to play a video simultane ously on several locations on the screen and on arbitrary surfaces. A convenient way to achieve this is to utilize OpenGL functions along with the SDL library. The following func tion call is an example of initializing the game system so that it can run OpenGL on top of SDL:
SDLSurface *screen = SDL..setVideoMode(640, 480, 24,
In the previous section, we discussed that the data of a frame are saved in a buffer and are ready for use. OpenGL provides the function g1DrawPixelsO [5, 14] that allows us to write a rectangular array of pixels from CPU mem ory buffer into the graphics framebuffer at a raster posi tion specified by the function glRasterPosO. Therefore, we can send the data to the screen at various positions for as many times as we want by using g1DrawPixelsO and g1RasterPosO. To avoid any flickering effect, double buffering is employed. That is, we write the data to the graphics buffer at the background and after we have fin ished all the writing, we blit them to the screen using the function SDL_GL....8 wapButfersO.
Since the decompressed video data are available in a memory buffer, we can render them to any surface using a OpenGL supports a variety of texture mapping options.
The following is an example that demonstrates the initial ization of texture mapping and how to map the video data onto the six surfaces of a rotating cube: 
